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About This Game

New York is reigned by fear from a serial killer. The Police are trying to find any clues that would lead them to the murderer.
Every time the Police find only a signature of the killer: he leaves artefacts from South America behind. A ghost-hunt begins.

Become Nicole Bonnet: a young female FBI agent and accept the challenge! Who is the murderer? A psychopath or maybe a
meticulous and intelligent man? To solve the mystery you have to start thinking like the felon.

- Classic point and click adventure game.
- Tense plot and surprising turning points.

- About 100 difficult tasks.
- 200 detailed locations creating the atmosphere of the game.
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Title: Art of Murder - FBI Confidential
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
City Interactive S.A.
Publisher:
City Interactive S.A.
Franchise:
Art of Murder
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/VISTA/7/8/10

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3,2 GHz, Intel Pentium D 2.66 GHz, AMD Athlon 64 3500+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce (6800/7600-7950/8600-8800/9600-9800/GTX 260-280) or Radeon
(X1650-1950/HD2400-2900/3650-3870/4650-4870)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 900 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound card compatible with DirectX 9.0c

Additional Notes: mouse, keyboard

English,French,German,Polish
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pros

+ good looking and detailed pre rendered graphics
+ decent voice acting
+ background music is good
+ puzzles are enjoyable and not too difficult. there are also inventory puzzles you can combine some items.
+ hotspots are marked to make it easy. no need to hunt for pixels.
+ story is intriguing and exciting. you're an FBI agent and investigating some ritualistic murders and there is a recurring pre-
Columbian theme in story.
+ game is long

cons

- cut scenes low quality and quite dark.
- there are no Steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards

Overall this is an decent and typical old school point and click adventure game. i quite enjoyed and recommended!
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